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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Trenton Fire Ltd have been commissioned by Oxford University Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust to produce a retrospective fire engineering strategy for the Trauma
Building located on the John Radcliffe site.
This is a three storey building with a maximum 52 inpatients. It is served by one set of
two lifts and two stairs. The occupants are all highly immobile due to the type of care
they are receiving. The building will have been designed to HTM81 standard, as this
was the design guidance document current at the time, so this will be used as the basis
for this strategy.
The aim of this strategy is to understand the basic fire safety design concepts so that
the implications of the cladding system, which has been found to be similar to that used
on Grenfell Tower, can be accurately assessed and appropriate recommendations
made.
This fire engineering strategy has been developed to demonstrate that the building
satisfies the substantive requirements for fire safety of the Building Regulations. The
Building Regulations require measures to secure reasonable standards of health and
safety for persons in or about the building but do not address additional measures such
as property protection.
Table 1 - Summary of engineering challenges
Design Challenge
1.0

Means of warning – The current alarm system is set up to put every
area into alert on activation of the fire detection system. This is not in
accordance with the phased horizontal evacuation strategy
recommended in guidance documents and is considered a high risk
issue.

2.0

Means of escape – only one set of lifts are provided and they are not to
be used for evacuation. Procedures are based on not undertaking
vertical evacuation until the fire service attend site to assist. This is not
in accordance with legislative guidance, the fire service should not be
relied upon to assist with means of escape. This is considered a high
risk issue.

3.0

The external wall construction is code compliant but the risk of fire
spread in light of recent events is considered. As there are only three
compartments on each floor and this issue means fire could affect two
this is considered a high fire risk issue.

4.0

There is a lack of cavity barriers in the external wall construction which
may cause an issue with the effectiveness of horizontal or vertical
compartmentation. In light of other concerns raised this is considered a
high risk issue.

The level of risk highlighted by the issues above for the trauma patients would generally
demand a solution to be adopted within a few days. It is not practical to solve these
issues or provide temporary solutions within this timescale so it is recommended that
the trauma patients be relocated to a safer location.
The outpatients at ground floor can still be operated and office staff could be retained
on both above ground floors subject to additional assessment (see 8.4.3).
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1.

SCOPE

1.1

This report is based on identifying the original strategic design criteria for the
building and then adding commentary where current issues have been
identified. The issue with the cladding can then be assessed holistically to
understand the level of building risk.

1.2

Within the overall engineering framework adopted, fire precautions are
generally designed in accordance with Health Technical Manual 81, published
in 1997 and current at the time this building was built, supplemented by British
Standard Codes of Practice as appropriate, in support of the Building
Regulations. Where fire engineering is used to justify an alternative approach,
it will be done based on using a comparative analysis in either a qualitative or
quantitative manner.

1.3

In accordance with general fire safety engineering principles, all fire
precautions are determined on the basis of there being one seat of fire within
the building.

1.4

Unless specifically stated, this report does not address fire related issues that
may be required by the insurers or fund managers, such as property protection,
stock and/or asset protection or business continuation. Any discussion topics
within this report are only pertinent when considered in context with the issues
outlined in this scope.

1.5

This report is based on information provided to Trenton Fire. Additional
information or variations to that supplied may invalidate the conclusions and
recommendations within this report.

1.6

Where not specifically stated, fire safety provisions should be specified and
installed according to the relevant edition of published guidance.

1.7

This report is based on a review of documentation received from the OUHT
estates team as detailed in Table 2.
Table 2 - Project Documentation Referenced
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2.

BACKGROUND

2.1
2.1.1

Building Overview
The proposed building is arranged over three storeys and has a top storey
height of approximately 8.4m. Ground floor consists of outpatients and above
ground trauma patients. Trauma patients are highly immobile and vertical
evacuation is very difficult without fire brigade assistance.

2.1.2

The building operates a phased horizontal evacuation policy so that patients in
an affected compartment are moved to the adjacent.

2.1.3

The building footprint is 40m by 70m and all floors are the same size. The floor
area per floor is therefore 2,800m2 and the total area is 8,400m2.

2.1.4

Figures 1 to 3 below are the current evacuation plans.

Figure 1 – Ground Floor

Figure 2 – First Floor
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Figure 3 – Second Floor
2.1.5

There is minimal information available on the ‘as-built’ fire strategy or the makeup of the walls.

2.1.6

At ground floor the Trauma Centre is connected to the adjacent hospital
buildings via a covered corridor. This looks to be a later addition and it is
important that the risk of fire spread between the two areas is covered
appropriately.

2.1.7

The building was built in 2002 and was clad in a Spanwall cladding system.
This consists of what appears to be an aluminium sandwich panel with
polystyrene insulation in the middle. There is then a 400-500mm cavity with
20mm of unknown foil backed insulation. This insulation has a plaster finish as
the inside surface. This is therefore a flammable cladding system, but one
which would not be excluded by the HTM guidance document.

2.2
2.2.1

Occupancy Figures
The occupancy of the building has been provided by the Trust as consisting of
52 beds and 31 staff at maximum.
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3.

MEANS OF ESCAPE AND WARNING IN THE CASE OF FIRE
Schedule 1 of the Building Regulations states that the following functional
requirement should be met in respect of Regulation B1, Means of warning and
escape:
“The building shall be designed and constructed so that there are appropriate
provisions for the early warning of fire, and appropriate means of escape in
case of fire from the building to a place of safety outside the building capable
of being safely and effectively used at all material times.”

3.1
3.1.1

Means of Providing Early Warning in the Case of Fire
The building is fitted with an automatic fire detection and alarm system which
should be designed and installed to Category L1(M) standard in accordance
with BS 5839-1. The extent of this cover essentially provides detection heads
located throughout the building.

3.1.2

Currently the automatic fire detection is configured to alarm across the whole
building when it activates. This is inadequate for this type of occupation as the
alarm should sound only in the zone where smoke was detected and an alert
noise provided elsewhere. Depending on the vulnerability of the patients it may
be that only staff are notified of fire detection so they can organise evacuation
in a calm and appropriate manner.

3.1.3

The system will provide additional detection where required to activate fire
protection equipment such as door hold-open devices.

3.1.4

Visual beacons or alternative aid should be provided in rooms where the
background sound level could be louder than the fire alarm, e.g. in particular
plant areas. Visual beacons or alternative aid are also recommended for rooms
where occupants with hearing difficulties may be in isolation.

3.2
3.2.1

Evacuation Procedure
When the department/management unit is in use, there should be a sufficient
number of staff trained to undertake emergency mattress evacuation for the
type of occupants within the building.

3.2.2

It is not clear how long staff would have to evacuate patients in the event of a
cladding fire as its horizontal and vertical fire spread characteristics are
unknown. Establishing the correct number of staff is therefore very difficult to
do without significant further work. Indications from recent cladding fires are
that the fire spreads upwards in a fan shape but further work is needed to
assess this.

3.2.3

There is also the issue of how many patients can safely evacuate down one
stair no matter how many staff there are available considering potentially 52
need evacuating.

3.3
3.3.1

Means of Escape in the Case of Fire
In accordance with HTM 81 section 5.7 for buildings up to 12m above ground
level with a floor area of more than 1,000m2 and containing patient access
areas, the building is divided into three compartments.

3.3.2

Each compartment is capable of accommodating, as well as its normal
occupants, the design occupancy of the most highly occupied areas.
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3.3.3

Due to the cladding issue highlighted there is the possibility that a cladding fire
could cause two compartments on the same floor to be affected
simultaneously. The building is not designed to hold a whole floor in one
compartment as there is insufficient room, and there are complexities in
identifying the correct compartment to be evacuated to.

3.3.4

Each compartment is less than 750m2, does not contain sleeping
accommodation for more than 30 patients, or contain departments to which
more than 30 patients will have access at the same time.

3.3.5

In accordance with the HTM sections 5.1 and 5.35, the maximum distance
before there is a choice of escape routes is no more than 15m. The maximum
travel distance within a compartment is also less than 60m to each of the
adjoining compartments.

3.3.6

The width of the circulatory spaces are 2.1m which is in excess of the minimum
outlined in section 5.46 of the HTM.

3.3.7

Both stairs are designed as escape stairs (less than 100 beds per upper storey)
and are designed in accordance with the HTM section 5.55 for mattress
evacuation. Both stairs provide access directly to outside at ground level.

3.3.8

Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.7 are taken directly from the original design criteria for the
building.

3.4
3.4.1

Fire and Escape Doors
Final exit doors should open outwards and should never be provided with locks
requiring a key for opening.

3.4.2

Automatic final exit doors should be freely openable by hand under any
condition, including power failure; otherwise, adjacent non-automatic outward
opening doors should be provided.

3.4.3

Final exit doors from patient access areas should not be provided with a step,
and should open onto an area which is level for a distance of one metre.

3.5
3.5.1

Emergency Lighting
Emergency electrical services should be designed to comply with the
requirements of HTM 2007 – ‘Electrical services: supply and distribution’ and
HTM 2011 – ‘Emergency electrical services’.

3.5.2

In the event of failure of mains supply the essential lighting circuits should be
designed to provide between 30 and 50 per cent of the normal lighting level.

3.5.3

The distribution boards for the essential and non-essential circuits may be in
the same location but should be in separate metal cabinets.

3.5.4

In those areas where a 15 second response time would be considered
hazardous (for example stairways), emergency lighting should be provided by
battery back-up giving a typical response time within 0.5 seconds and a
minimum duration time of three hours.

3.5.5

In those areas of hospitals which are not provided with essential and nonessential circuits as required by HTM 2007 and HTM 2011, escape lighting
should be provided in accordance with BS5266: Part 1: 1988 with a minimum
duration time of three hours.
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4.

INTERNAL FIRE SPREAD (LININGS)
Schedule 1 of the Building Regulations states that the following functional
requirement should be met in respect of Regulation B2, Internal Fire Spread
(linings):
“(1)

(2)
4.1

To inhibit the spread of fire within the building, the internal lining shall:
a)

Adequately resist the spread of flame over their surfaces; and

b)

Have, if ignited, a rate of heat release or a rate of fire growth,
which is reasonable in the circumstances.

In this paragraph ‘internal linings’ mean the materials or products used
in lining any partition, wall, ceiling or other internal structure.”

It is recommended that wall and ceiling linings should be rated for surface
spread of flame and fire propagation as Table 3.
Table 3 - Surface Spread of Flame Classification
Location

4.2

Wall

Ceiling

Small rooms ≤4m²

Class 1

Class 1

Other rooms

Class 0

Class 1

Circulation spaces

Class 0

Class 0

Should any thermoplastic materials, which do not achieve the performance
given in Table 3, be proposed in the construction (e.g. windows, rooflights and
lighting diffusers only) these should comply with the provisions of HTM 81.
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5.

INTERNAL FIRE SPREAD (STRUCTURE)
Schedule 1 of the Building Regulations states that the following functional
requirement should be met in respect of Regulation B3, Internal Fire Spread
(structure):
“(1) The building shall be designed and constructed so that, in the event of fire,
its stability will be maintained for a reasonable period.
(2) A wall common to two or more buildings shall be designed and constructed
so that it adequately resists the spread of fire between those buildings. For
the purposes of this sub paragraph a house in a terrace and a semidetached house are each to be treated as a separate building.
(3) Where reasonably necessary to inhibit the spread of fire within the building,
measures shall be taken, to an extent appropriate to the size and intended
use of the building, comprising either or both of the following:
(a) sub-division of the building with fire resisting construction;
(b) installation of suitable automatic fire suppression systems.
(4) The building shall be designed and constructed so that the unseen spread
of fire and smoke within concealed spaces in its structure and fabric is
inhibited.”

5.1
5.1.1

Fire Resistance Recommendations
HTM 81 recommends that the elements of structure within the building should
be afforded the fire resistance as detailed in Table 4.
Table 4 - Periods of Fire Resistance
Building Element

Period of Fire Resistance

Structural frame and load-bearing walls

60 minutes L

External walls (where necessary)

60 minutes L/Int -15 mins Ins*

Compartment walls and compartment floors

60 minutes L/Int/Ins

Protected Shafts

60 minutes L/Int/Ins

Places of special fire hazard

30 minutes L/Int/Ins

Protected escape routes

30 minutes L/Int/Ins

Cavity Barriers

30 minutes Int – 15 mins Ins

Loadbearing/Integrity/Insulation
5.1.2

Elements of structure and compartment walls required to have a minimum
period of fire resistance of 60 minutes or more, should be constructed of
materials of limited combustibility.

5.1.3

Where the roof provides means of escape or maintenance to roof-top plant is
required (as guidance, more than once a month), 30 minute protected means
of escape should be provided.

*

Increased to 60 minutes Ins for any part within 1,000mm of the relevant boundary. The fire
resistance is required from each side separately when within 1m of a boundary.
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5.1.4

Uninsulated fire-resisting glazed screens may only be provided in walls
enclosing the following fire hazard rooms:
a. dayrooms;
b. laboratories;
c. laundry – between supervising office and work area only.

5.1.5

The maximum area of glazing should be limited to 1 m² in any one room.

5.2
5.2.1

Compartmentation
The primary objective of compartmentation within buildings is twofold:
i.

to prevent rapid fire spread which could trap occupants of the building;

ii.

to reduce the chance of fires becoming large on the basis that large
fires are more dangerous, not only to building occupants and fire service
personnel, but to people in the vicinity of the building.

5.2.2

The connecting corridor from ground floor to the adjacent hospital buildings
should be separated by 60 minutes construction from the Trauma building as
indicated in Figure 4. It should be confirmed that the roof is adequately fire
stopped to achieve this.

5.2.3

Figure 4 to 6 indicate primary compartmentation plans. Table 4 provides
additional details. They do not show high risk rooms as these are not indicated
on plans, or riser protection for the same reason. All risers should be protected
in accordance with section 5.3.

Figure 4 – Ground Floor compartmentation
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Figure 5 – First Floor compartmentation

Figure 6 – Second Floor compartmentation
5.2.4

All floors should be compartment floors. All shafts (e.g. risers, lift shafts and
stair cores) are to be formed as protected shafts.

5.2.5

Any glazing provided in a compartment wall should have the same period of
fire resistance (integrity and insulation) as the compartment wall.

5.2.6

To reduce the possibility of smoke transfer between compartments, transfer
grilles should not be provided in compartment walls.

5.2.7

Compartment walls should be taken up to the underside of the roof covering or
deck, and fire-stopped to maintain the fire resistance.

5.2.8

All openings in floors and compartment walls should be protected to provide at
least the same period of fire resistance as the compartment structure.

5.2.9

To maintain the integrity of compartmentation, openings should be limited to:
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a. doors which have a period of fire resistance not less than that of the
compartment structure;
b. openings for pipes of not more than 160 mm diameter which if exposed
to a temperature of 800oC will not soften or fracture to the extent that
flames or hot gases will pass through the wall of the pipe;
c. pipes of materials other than those in (b) above, of not more than 40 mm
diameter;
d. pipes of any diameter which are provided with a proprietary seal which
has been shown by test (for the diameter of pipe proposed) to maintain
the fire resistance of the compartment structure;
e. ventilation ducts which comply with the requirements of BS5588:Part 9;
f. refuse and laundry chutes of non-combustible construction which are
accessed through fire-resisting doors;
g. protected shafts.
5.3
5.3.1

Protected shafts
Openings in floors for stairways, lifts, escalators, and pipes and ducts, not
complying with paragraphs above, should be enclosed in a protected shaft
which has the same period of fire resistance (integrity, insulation and, where
applicable, load-bearing capacity) as the compartment floor.

5.3.2

The protected shaft should form a complete barrier to fire between the different
compartments which the shaft connects and be constructed from materials of
limited combustibility.

5.3.3

Any internal glazing provided to a protected shaft should have the same period
of fire resistance (integrity and insulation) as the protected shaft.

5.3.4

The use of rooflights over protected shafts used for stairways should be limited
to those which provide a class 1 surface spread of flame on both upper and
lower surfaces.

5.3.5

No accommodation may be included within protected shafts.

5.3.6

Pipes conveying oil or gas, and ventilation ductwork, should not be located in
the same protected shaft as a stairway or lift.

5.3.7

Means for ventilating protected shafts to provide smoke clearance should be
provided, at the top of the shaft, as follows:
a. for a protected shaft containing a stairway – an openable window, or
similar, providing an area of 1 m²;
b. for a protected shaft containing a lift or lifts, a permanent opening of 0.1
m² for each lift.

5.4
5.4.1

Ventilation ductwork
Ventilation ductwork should comply with the requirements of BS5588: Part 9
and HTM 2025 – ‘Ventilation in healthcare premises’.

5.4.2

Ductwork passing through compartment and sub-compartment walls should be
provided with fire dampers.

5.4.3

Ductwork passing through, or over, fire hazard rooms should be provided with
fire dampers in accordance with Figure 15 of HTM 81.
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5.4.4

Ductwork passing through cavity barriers should be provided with fire dampers
in accordance with Figure 16 of HTM 81.

5.4.5

Fire dampers in ductwork passing through compartment walls should be
actuated in accordance with BS5588: Part 9; and by the operation of the alarm
and detection system in the compartments either side of the compartment wall.

5.4.6

Fire dampers in ductwork passing through sub-compartment walls, cavity
barriers and walls enclosing fire hazard rooms should be actuated by thermal
release mechanisms only. Thermally actuated release mechanisms should be
set to operate at 74oC.

5.4.7

The ventilation plant should not be automatically shut down on the operation of
the automatic fire alarm and detection system. The shut-down of the system
should be under the instruction of the fire brigade and should be controlled from
panels located either at department entrances or adjacent to the main fire alarm
indicator panels.

5.5
5.5.1

Cavity barriers
With the exception of the ceiling void above operating departments 30 minute
fire-resisting barriers should be provided to sub-divide concealed roof or ceiling
voids. These should be positioned to coincide with sub-compartment walls and
walls to fire hazard rooms.

5.5.2

The maximum area of uninterrupted roof or ceiling void should not exceed
400m².

5.5.3

30 minute fire-resisting cavity barriers should also be provided:
a. to prevent the inter-connection of vertical and horizontal cavities;
b. at the intersection of fire-resisting construction and elements containing
a concealed space;
c. within the void behind the external face of rainscreen cladding, at every
floor level and on the line of compartment walls abutting the external
wall.

5.5.4

Two cladding panels were removed at roof level and at ground floor by the
north stair. Both of these indicated that there are no cavity barriers within the
existing external wall construction which is a deviation from guidance and could
cause unseen fire spread between floors, bypassing the compartment floor
arrangement.
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6.

EXTERNAL FIRE SPREAD AND PROTECTION OF BOUNDARIES
Schedule 1 of the Building Regulations states that the following functional
requirement should be met in respect of Regulation B4, External Fire Spread:
“(1) The external walls of the building shall adequately resist the spread of fire
over the walls and from one building to another, having regard to the height,
use and position of the building.
(2) The roof of the building shall adequately resist the spread of fire over the
roof and from one building to another, having regard to the use and position
of the building.”

6.1
6.1.1

Space Separation
As this is a retrospective fire strategy it is assumed the external fire spread
issues are addressed as it would be unreasonable to require additional
elements now. Where fire rated external panels are removed, they should be
replaced with suitably fire resistant products.

6.1.2

The actual radiator size used in this type of analysis is restricted to one floor
height, i.e. 4.2m, and the length of the widest compartment. As the building is
relatively remote from those surrounding it is not expected that there will be any
external fire spread issues, particularly as it is managed by the same landlord
so it becomes a property protection issue rather than one required to fulfil
building regulations compliance.

6.1.3

If a building is to be built in close proximity, it is recommended that the external
fire spread of the new building be considered to ensure a fire in one building
does not require both to be evacuated.

6.2
6.2.1

External Surfaces of Walls
The surfaces of external walls of hospitals should provide a surface spread of
flame classification of Class 0.
Where one of the following conditions apply, a one metre-wide storey-height
strip of external wall, which has a similar period of fire resistance, should be
provided to prevent lateral fire spread.
a. a compartment wall (or sub-compartment wall) meets an external wall;
or
b. a protected shaft meets an external wall.
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7.

ACCESS AND FACILITIES FOR THE FIRE SERVICE
Schedule 1 of the Building Regulations states that the following functional
requirement should be met in respect of Regulation B5, Access and facilities
for the Fire Service:
“(1) The building shall be designed and constructed so as to provide reasonable
facilities to assist fire fighters in the protection of life.
(2) Reasonable provision shall be made within the site of the building to enable
fire appliances to gain access to the building.”

7.1
7.1.1

Introduction to Proposals
As there are not more than 2 floors above ground there is no need to provide
firefighting shafts. General access is assumed to be acceptable as fire brigade
have been on site and not commented otherwise.
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8.

ASSESSMENT

8.1
8.1.1

General
It is clear from the review undertaken above that the building has serious and
embedded fire safety issues. These are highlighted in blue for clarity.

8.1.2

There would have been a serious cause for concern and a potential prohibition
notice for the issues relating to the fire alarm system and the vertical means of
escape provision. On this basis alone it would be considered high risk.

8.1.3

With the inclusion of missing cavity barriers and a flammable cladding system
these are also serious issues and compound the other problems identified.

8.2
8.2.1

Solutions
In order to make the building safe for use it is recommended that:


the alarm system be changed to suit the phased horizontal evacuation



evacuation lifts be installed at each end of the building



cavity barriers installed in all relevant locations



cladding system changed to achieve limited combustibility and Class 0
or equivalent

8.2.2

Due to the type of remedial works required the timescales required do not suit
a high risk building that is expecting to have a prohibition notice issued by the
fire service.

8.3
8.3.1

Temporary Solutions
Due to the type of risk inherent above there are no suitable temporary fire safety
provisions available. The alarm system could be managed by additional fire
wardens and even vertical evacuation could have additional external stairs and
lifts added but the cladding and cavity barriers means the compartmentation
can be readily by passed and occupants are at significant risk. There is nothing
that can be done in the short term to mediate this.

8.4
8.4.1

Summary
In summary the building is classed as high risk for trauma patients for a number
of reasons. There are insufficient temporary solutions available therefore it is
recommended that the patients be relocated to somewhere safer.

8.4.2

This analysis relates to above ground floors occupied by trauma patients.
Ground floor outpatients can still be used as there are four exits on three
different elevations and occupants will generally be independently mobile.

8.4.3

Offices above ground may also still be used subject to a more detailed
assessment of numbers, locations and additional management protocols. The
alarm system should also be checked to ensure it operates effectively. No
mobility impaired persons will be allowed to be on the upper floors which may
be very difficult to enforce.
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